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	TCP/IP Foundations, 9780782143706 (0782143709), Sybex, 2004

	The world of IT is always evolving, but in every area there are stable, core concepts that anyone just setting out needed to know last year, needs to know this year, and will still need to know next year. The purpose of the Foundations series is to identify these concepts and present them in a way that gives you the strongest possible starting point, no matter what your endeavor.

	

	TCP/IP Foundations provides essential knowledge about the two protocols that form the basis for the Internet, as well as many other networks. What you learn here will benefit you in the short term, as you acquire and practice your skills, and in the long term, as you use them. Topics covered include:

	
		The origins of TCP/IP and the Internet
	
		The layers comprising the OSI and DoD models
	
		TCP/IP addressing
	
		Subnet masks
	
		Creating custom subnet masks
	
		Supernetting and Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR)
	
		Name resolution
	
		The Domain Name System (DNS) and Dynamic DNS
	
		Windows Internet Naming Services (WINS)
	
		The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP)
	
		What to expect with IPv6



	About the Author

	Andrew Blank, MCSEis an experienced trainer and author who has taught TCP/IP courses for both Microsoft and Novell. Andy presently works as an insturctor for Microskills, where he is responsible for setting up, preparing, and teaching Microsoft and Novell certified training.
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Networking, A Beginner's Guide, Fifth Edition (Networking Professional's Library)McGraw-Hill, 2009
A practical guide to networking fundamentals

Fully up to date with the latest technologies, this introductory handbook covers wired and wireless network design, configuration, hardware, protocols, security, backup, recovery, virtualization, and more.  After laying the groundwork, Networking: A Beginner's Guide, Fifth...


		

Pro CSS3 AnimationApress, 2012

	Pro CSS3 Animation will teach you how to use fresh new CSS3 syntax to fully utilize this exciting tool for web design. Using cutting-edge industry standards and drawing on best practices for animation, you will learn how to apply CSS3 animation to transform and bring your page content to life.


	
		CSS3 is the...


		

Active Directory Domain Services 2008 How-ToSams Publishing, 2009

	Need fast, reliable, easy-to-implement solutions for Microsoft Active Directory 2008? This book delivers exactly what you’re looking for. You’ll find nearly 250 tested, step-by-step procedures for planning, installing, customizing, and managing Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) in any production...





	

A Practical Guide to Data Mining for Business and IndustryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Data mining is well on its way to becoming a recognized discipline in the overlapping areas of IT, statistics, machine learning, and AI. Practical Data Mining for Business presents a user-friendly approach to data mining methods, covering the typical uses to which it is applied. The methodology is complemented by case studies to create...


		

Emotional Engineering, Vol.7: The Age of CommunicationSpringer, 2019

	
		
			
				This book demonstrates that emotion is a highly influential component in creating a new society and new engineering, revealing the importance of emotion in various aspects of the Connected World. It addresses a wide variety of topics, but with this one underlying aim throughout. Further, it stands out for the...




		

Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 2: A Digital Photographer's GuideFocal Press, 2008
Adobe Photoshop Lightroom has taken the photography world by storm! Let two industry experts, Dave Huss and David Plotkin, help you get up to speed fast with the all-new version 2. This complete reference for all users of Lightroom starts out with the basics, covering each available tool found in Lightroom with step-by-step clarity. The book then...
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